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NDT News is a monthly compact-newspaper-style publication aimed 
at non-destructive testing technicians and inspection, condition 
monitoring and quality practitioners.

It incorporates the Branch bulletin of the British Institute of NDT, which 
was formerly a supplement known as NDT NEWS, and NewsLink, the 
former newsletter of the now discontinued International Association of 
Quality Practitioners (the IAQP).

Each month it is circulated free to BINDT members – approximately 
2500 in total – and each quarter (in the months of March, June, 
September and December) it is in addition circulated to all PCN 
certifi cate holders – around an additional 15,000.

NDT News thus forms a very attractive vehicle for advertisers and 
communicators who wish to penetrate this vital sector. Advertising 
reservations and editorial contributions are welcome. Please turn the 
page for advertising rates and further details.

NDT News is normally published on or about 
the 1st of the month of issue.

The British Standards 

Institute (BSI) has recently 

published a revised 

version of BS EN ISO 9712, the 

international standard on the 

quali�cation and certi�cation of 

non-destructive testing (NDT)

personnel.
NDT standards are needed to 

ensure quality control and health 

and safety across the industry. 

Everyone who conducts NDT 

work should be certi�cated and 

employers have a responsibility to 

ensure that their NDT personnel are 

correctly quali�ed to competently 

carry out this vital work.

BS EN ISO 9712 provides 

global best practice requirements 

for the quali�cation and 

certi�cation of people who 

perform industrial NDT in the 

following methods: acoustic 

emission testing, eddy current 

testing, thermographic testing, 

leak testing (hydraulic pressure 

tests excluded), magnetic testing, 

penetrant testing, radiographic 

testing, strain gauge testing, 

ultrasonic testing and visual 

testing (direct unaided visual tests 

and visual tests carried out during 

the application of another NDT 

method are excluded).

�e speci�cations described 

in BS EN ISO 9712 can also 

apply to other NDT methods 

and to new techniques within 

an established NDT method, 

provided a comprehensive scheme 

of certi�cation exists and the 

method or technique is covered by 

international, regional or national 

standards.

International Testing Services, 

based at the Energy Park 

in Methil, continues to 

expand its business with the 

announcement of two major 

new contracts, including the 

provision of inspection services 

for its neighbour, Harland & Wol� 

(Methil), for the fabrication of 

eight o�shore wind farm jacket 

foundations for the Neart na 

Gaoithe o�shore wind farm. �e 

other contract is for a European 

leader in o�shore wind farm 

foundation and tower fabrication.

Olympus Corporation 

(Olympus) has announced 

the completion of the 

separation of its Scienti�c Solutions 

business to a wholly owned 

subsidiary, Evident Corporation 

(Evident). Following the divestiture 

of its imaging business, this move 

further signi�es the company’s 

long-term strategy to cement its 

position as a major player in the 

medical technology industry.

�e proposed split was �rst 

announced in June 2021. As a newly 

established, wholly owned subsidiary, 

Evident, headquartered in Japan, 

continues to operate independently 

under the Olympus umbrella.

Olympus’s Scienti�c Solutions 

business encompassed the Olympus 

Industrial and Life Science 

businesses. �e reorganisation 

will give the Scienti�c Solutions 

business the autonomy and agility 

to respond quickly and more 

�exibly to the needs of industrial 

and life science customers.

Yoshitake Saito, President and 

Representative Director of Evident, 

NDT procedures, materials and 

products speci�c to their employer.

Jennifer Cook, Certi�cation 

Manager at the British Institute of 

Non-Destructive Testing (BINDT), 

commented: “With the need to 

ensure a safe and environmentally 

friendly world, there is a 

requirement for the certi�cation 

of personnel involved in NDT to 

be suitably trained and assessed to 

ensure that they are competent to 

test both newly manufactured items 

that are using modern material 

manufacturing processes and to be 

able to test older items for in-service 

degradation. �e tester’s toolbox is 

constantly evolving with advances 

in technology, allowing more 

data processing and better image 

capture while still having a need to 

�e purpose of this 

international standard is to 

ensure the competence of 

people performing NDT, that 

organisations who certi�cate 

NDT personnel conduct their 

certi�cation credibly and to 

develop the expertise of users in 

NDT certi�cation. 

BS EN ISO 9712 underwent 

its latest systematic review by a 

committee of industry experts, 

which revealed there was room 

for improvement with regards to 

its ease of use by adopters in the 

industry.
�e recently published revision 

includes clari�cations throughout 

to ensure the wording in the 

standard is relevant, up-to-date 

and unambiguous. In addition, 

other changes include: 

Conflicts between BS EN ISO/

IEC 17024 on requirements for 

bodies operating certification 

of persons and this standard 

have been resolved

Reference to BS EN ISO 18490, 

Non-destructive testing –  

Evaluation of vision acuity 

of NDT personnel, has been 

added.

While certi�cation to  

BS EN ISO 9712 provides a way 

of demonstrating the general 

competence of NDT personnel, it 

does not represent an authorisation 

to operate, since this remains the 

responsibility of the employer. 

In order to carry out NDT work, 

certi�cated employees may require 

additional specialised knowledge 

of parameters such as equipment, 

commented on the new company’s 

focus: “Evident, while continuing 

to provide best-in-class products, 

will expand its digital and cloud-

based solutions to enhance the 

customer experience and to 

improve the overall work�ow in 

the research and inspection �elds. 

We will shi� from a business model 

centred on the sale of products, to 

one focused on solving customer 

issues and challenges. With this 

greater management autonomy, 

we will promote agile product 

development and open innovation, 

which we believe will increase the 

speed of product development.”

�e new company name is 

said to exemplify its unwavering 

commitment to continue 

providing high-quality products 

and technical expertise, allowing 

its customers to discover new 

insights and �nd new evidence 

in their areas of expertise, with 

a renewed focus on customer 

collaboration and responsiveness 

to customer concerns.

www.evidentscienti�
c.com

be competent to use more historical 

methods. �e certi�cation 

processes need to accommodate 

these varied requirements and the 

revision of BS EN ISO 9712 has 

strived to do this.”

BSI shares knowledge, fosters 

innovation and instils best practice 

as the UK’s national standards 

body. It helps to improve the 

quality and safety of products, 

services and systems by enabling 

the creation of standards and 

encouraging their use. 

More details on the latest 

revision of BS EN ISO 9712 can be 

found at: https://shop.bsigroup.com/

products/non-destructive-testing-

qualification-and-certification-of-

ndt-personnel-2/standard
www.bsigroup.com
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Wherever you are in your NDT career, 

BINDT has a comprehensive apprenticeship 

pathway to progress you to the next level

Highly-regarded NDT apprenticeships at Operator, Technician 

 and Engineer level

Training and certi�cation through the globally recognised PCN 

 Scheme, which meets the requirements of ISO 9712 and EN 4179 

 standards in the UK, plus other industry-recognised quali�cations

End-point assessment package that delivers maximum bene�t 

 at minimum cost, including advice, technical support and 

 guidance documents, personal log book and one year’s free 

 Engineering Council registration on successful completion 

 (where applicable)

�e inspection services 

provided can improve product 

quality, maintain compliance 

with recognised standards 

and ensure the integrity of a 

project.  A wide range of non-

destructive testing (NDT) 

inspection methods are utilised, 

including conventional ultrasonic 

testing, phased array inspection, 

magnetic particle inspection, dye 

penetrant inspection and visual  

inspection.

�e continued expansion of the 

business has seen the number of 

employees ramp up to 14 in the last 

year, from two in the start-up phase. 

George Shields, Quality 

Director, commented: “We 

are really encouraged by the 

quality of sta� we have managed 

to secure and now we have 

recruited two apprentices, both 

from Levenmouth, who will be 

trained up to be fully quali�ed 

NDT inspectors. We have more 

than doubled our head o�ce size 

in recent months. �e projects 

we have supported this year 

will generate approximately  

2500 MW/h of clean renewable 

energy; that is approximately 

enough for around 1.5 million 

homes.”  He added: “We are feeling 

really con�dent about the future 

of the business, bolstered by the 

excellent team we are building, to 

meet the ever-changing demands 

of the industry.”
https://internationaltesting 

services.com
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Time of Flight Diffraction (ToFD) Level 2  6 June - 17 June

Combined Penetrant Testing and Magnetic  

 Particle Testing BL* Level 2    13 June - 17 June

Penetrant Testing (PT) BL*Level 2    29 June - 1 July

Magnetic Particle Testing (MT) BL* Level 2  6 July - 8 July

Phased Array (PAUT) Level 2   4 July - 22 July

Phased Array (PAUT) BL* Level 2  11 July - 22 July 

Visual Testing (VT) Level 2    
18 July - 22 July

Alternating Current Field Measurement  

 (ACFM) Level 2     
6 June - 17 June

Computed Radiographic Interpretation 

 (CRI) Level 2   
6 June - 8 June 

 Penetrant Testing (PT) Level 2   6 June - 10 June

Magnetic Particle Testing (MT) Level 2    6 June - 10 June

Radiographic Interpretation (RI) Level 2      16 June - 24 June  

Visual Testing (VT) Level 2  
27 June - 1 July

Automated UT (AUT) Level 2   27 June - 1 July

Headquartered in Québec City, Canada, and boasting over 1550 employees and 32 o�ces globally, Eddy�/NDT has announced that it has changed its name to Previan. Previan, formerly Eddy�/NDT, is an industrial technology group, currently composed of �ve autonomous business units: Dynamic Risk, Eddy� Technologies, NDT Global, Senceive and TSC Subsea. �e group focuses on providing organisations with the data and insights needed to uphold 

Doosan Babcock Ltd has announced that Doosan Enerbility has agreed to sell Doosan Babcock Ltd to  Altrad.

�e transaction, which is likely to conclude in the third quarter of 2022, marks another exciting milestone in Doosan Babcock’s ongoing development, whereby it will be acquired by Altrad, a business that shares its enthusiasm, vision and values and a desire to add enhanced value to its clients. 
Andy Colquhoun, CEO of  Babcock, said: “We are mely pleased to be joining and we are con�dent business will be well ed to grow and develop under the new ownership  We believe our 

collective capabilities and shared vision and values will be attractive to our clients, our people and the communities within which we  work.”

�e arrangement will involve approximately 4000 talented people joining Altrad, wherein they will be valued and encouraged to develop ful�lling careers and to become the best they can be. Padraig Somers, Altrad’s CEO for the UK, Ireland & Nordics, added: “We are delighted to welcome Doosan Babcock into the Altrad family. �e acquisition represents an exciting opportunity to extend our portfolio of services and enter new markets, while enhancing the outcomes we deliver for our clients.” 
www.altrad.comwww.doosanbabcock.com

Stand out from the crowdProve your engineering competence with engineering registration through BINDT

Chartered Engineer (CEng), Incorporated Engineer (IEng) 
or Engineering Technician (EngTech) registration is available 
through the British Institute of Non-Destructive Testing and each 
highlights your professional attitude and potential to employers, 
clients and colleagues, opening doors internationally to new 
networks, business and career possibilities.To gain recognition of your engineering capabilit

the performance, safety, health and sustainability of critical infrastructure, providing the best line of defence against the inevitable decline and degradation of those assets.
“At this stage in the company’s life, we felt it was important to di�erentiate the group’s branding from that of the business units. Although Eddy�/NDT clearly captured the roots of the company, we were ready to adopt a name that highlighted our purpose and encompassed all our activities,” said Martin �ériault, CEO and 

Founder of Previan. “We started as a non-destructive testing company in 2010 and we have kept on growing, expanding outside of the NDT industry over the past few years, making it clear that we are an industrial technology group focused on advanced diagnostic technologies for infrastructure and critical assets; our new name perfectly delivers on our positioning,” added  Martin.
“�e new name is strong, evocative and distinctive. It gives a nod to our Québec roots, 

which we felt was important; ‘Previan’ comes from the French word ‘prévient’, which literally translates to ‘prevents’. We believe that this moniker maintains our brand story and equity and that it aptly showcases our active role in defending the world’s critical assets through our technologies,” explained Veronique Chayer, Director of Strategic Communications and External Relations.
To launch the new brand, the company has introduced a new website, at: www.previan.com
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Creaform, a business unit of Ametek Inc and a worldwide leader in portable 3D measurement solutions and engineering services, is celebrating its 20th anniversary. A unique microsite has been expertly put together to highlight the uninterrupted innovation and disruptive technology the company has strived to put forward throughout the years.

Established in 2002 in Canada, Creaform was born out of the need to change the status quo. What started as a metrology and engineering consulting �rm turned into a global leader in portable and automated dimensional metrology solutions. 20 years later, the company is continuing to rede�ne the boundaries of 3D metrology and engineering services by constantly pushing the limits of innovation.

�anks to the portability of its 3D scanners, its proven ease of use, powerful dynamic referencing algorithms and the metrology-grade attribute of its dimensional measurement devices, Creaform brings impressive measurement capabilities out of metrology laboratories and enables manufacturers around the world to accurately measure anything,  anywhere.
Global manufacturers from several industries continue to gain tangible bene�ts from using Creaform’s 3D measurement hardware and so�ware, such as enhanced, safer and more robust designs, shortened product development and accelerated time-to-market, 

“It would be easy to illustrate our success by the number of employees, o�ces and distributor partners on which Creaform has relied through its 20-year history,” commented Fanny Truchon, President and Business Unit Manager at Creaform. “In fact, none of this really matters if we lose sight of ‘why’ we exist: to solve the industry’s most complex 3D measurement challenges. So, our 20th anniversary is also about what is ahead, because we know that in our fast-changing world we cannot rely on historic accomplishments to de�ne our future.”
‘Never Stop Innovating’ seeks to inspire eve
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E�er NDE has announced that it has been awarded ISO 14001:2015 certi�cation, which recognises the company’s commitment to managing and reducing the impact of operations on the local and wider environments.  ISO 14001:2015 is the international standard for environmental management and supports organisations in lowering current environmental impact, while focusing businesses to e�ectively manage activity with regard to future environmental challenges.�e team at E�er NDE has been preparing and working towards this for over a year and is delighted to have met the standards required and be able to pass on its environmental creditability to its customers and partners, via the company’s products and  services. 
Ian Gough, E�er NDE Operations Manager, stated: “ISO 14001:2015 is the international standard for environmental management systems. Our 

certi�cation allows E�er NDE to demonstrate its compliance with current regulatory and statutory requirements. Furthermore, it is a system for ensuring that we remain conscious of the environmental impacts of our operations and continue to improve them over time. �ere has been great e�ort from the entire team to help develop our current environmental management system, with special thanks to Shamaiel Ahmed (Production Quality Engineer) and Nelly Fernandez (Applications/Product Support Engineer).”
Mike Reilly added: “E�er NDE is now an ISO 14001 company, adding to our existing ISO 9001 approvals. Our customers know that they are buying the best eddy current products in the world and can now be assured that those products are designed and manufactured in the most planet-friendly and  environmentally conscious manner possible.”

https://ethernde.com

Certi�cation • Membership • Professional Registration • Apprenticeships • Events • Publishing

…engineering safety, integrity and reliability

Stand out from the crowdProve your engineering competence with engineering registration through BINDT

Chartered Engineer (CEng), Incorporated Engineer (IEng) 
or Engineering Technician (EngTech) registration is available 
through the British Institute of Non-Destructive Testing and each 
highlights your professional attitude and potential to employers, 
clients and colleagues, opening doors internationally to new 
networks, business and career possibilities.To gain recognition of your engineering capability, experience 

and commitment, email: professional.registration@bindt.orgwww.bindt.org
The British Institute of NDT, Midsummer House, Riverside Way, Bedford Road, 

Northampton NN1 5NX, UK. Tel: +44 (0)1604 438300; Fax: +44 (0)1604 438301

Waygate Technologies, a Baker Hughes business and world leader in non-destructive testing (NDT) solutions for industrial inspection, has signed an intellectual property and technology agreement with Malaysian oil & gas company Petroliam Nasional Berhad (Petronas) for the roll-out and commercialisation of a jointly developed robotic inspection platform. e o�cial signing ceremony took place at the 2022 O�shore Technology Conference (OTC) Asia in Kuala Lumpur in March.
e new robotic crawler platform, based on the Bike robotic system, will initially be implemented by Petronas globally, while Waygate Technologies will support the deployment with a comprehensive training and services package. e two companies will also explore commercialisation of robotic crawler solutions in the future.Petronas will deploy a re�ned version of the standard Bike robot that will be �tted with a cleaning tool and additional ultrasonic and eddy current inspection capabilities. e two companies are also planning to jointly develop two new versions of the platform; 

the Bike I-Beam, designed to overcome speci�c obstacles and sharp edges in con�ned spaces, and a micro-crawler version to facilitate the inspection of smaller pipes.“Petronas has been a valued customer of our NDT solutions for years and we are thrilled to now also be able to help advance their remote inspection and cleaning procedures,” said Michael Domke, Executive General Manager of Visual and Robotic Inspection Solutions at Waygate Technologies. “Our research and development (R&D) teams have been working closely together to tailor our robotic Bike platform to their speci�c challenges. e result is a solution that will allow Petronas to minimise safety risks for their personnel, as well as the overall downtime of their assets around the globe.”“We are really glad to join forces with the robotics team at Waygate Technologies on this,” said  Dr Mahpuzah Abai, Chief Executive O�cer of Petronas’s 

technology commercialisation arm, Petronas Technology Ventures Sdn Bhd (PTVSB). “ey have a great deal of experience and patents in mobile robots and inspection technologies. By pairing that with the know-how and vision of our R&D team, we could create solutions that will bene�t our inspection and cleaning sta�, as well as streamlining our asset management. I look forward to o�ering these solutions to other companies in the future.”For Waygate Technologies, the agreement seals another milestone in the company’s strategy to strengthen its automated data caption capabilities and drive innovations that will enhance its customers’ productivity and competitiveness. As part of an energy technology company, robotic inspection solutions are part of the mission to make energy operations safer and more e�cient for people and the planet.
www.waygate-tech.com
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Phased Array (PAUT) Level 2  4 July - 22 July
Phased Array (PAUT) BL* Level 2  11 July - 22 July
Radiographic Interpretation (RI) Level 2     14 July - 22 July
Visual Testing (VT) Level 2   18 July - 22 July
Ultrasonic Testing (UT) Level 2    25 July - 12 August
Ultrasonic Testing (UT) BL* Level 2   1 August - 12 August 
Penetrant Testing (PT) Level 2  6 August - 12 August
Magnetic Particle Testing (MT) Level 2      15 August - 19 August

Penetrant Testing (PT) and Magnetic Particle   Testing (MT) combined  BL*Level 2     11 July - 15 JulyTime of Flight Diffraction (ToFD) Level 2   18 July - 29 July 
Penetrant Testing (PT) Level 2     25 July - 29 July
Automated UT (AUT) Level 2       25 July - 29 July  
Computed Radiography (CT) Level 2  1 August - 3 August
Magnetic Particle Testing (MT) Level 2    8 August - 12 August

IMechE has announced that Chris Kirby will be stepping down from his role as General Manager to take semi-retirement, allowing more time to focus on his consultancy business, pursue his hobbies and  relax a little.
Chris has implemented a series of signi�cant changes at IMechE Argyll Ruane (IAR) since joining as General Manager in 2018, which have contributed to its success in the non-destructive testing (NDT) and coatings industry, including expanding its international network of strategic partnerships to twelve countries to o�er ICorr and NDT services globally, opening a new facility – IMechE Fife NDT – in Dunfermline to deliver training and consultancy in Scotland, creating a customer-centric culture, improving the quality of service to such a high level that IAR and IMechE Fife NDT now o�er a 100% money-back guarantee on NDT training courses, raising the global pro�le of services o�ered, expanding the online course o�ering for ICorr and NDT training and upgrading training course material, equipment  and facilities. 

Following a careful succession plan, IMechE Argyll Ruane 

has announced that its new General Manager will be Bryan Ravenshear.

Chris Kirby, General Manager, said: “We have come a long way in the four years that I have been here and I think we are all very proud of what we have achieved in that time. I have decided that it is time for me to go and do other things now, but I will be handing over to Bryan Ravenshear and I am con�dent Bryan is going to do a fantastic job taking us to the next level.”
Bryan has over 17 years’ experience in aerospace engineering, compliance and quality control and has worked at IMechE Argyll Ruane for over six years in a variety of roles, most recently as Level 3 Services 

and Quality Manager, leading a team of Level 3 consultants and supporting the maintenance of quality management systems, in addition to ensuring training partners overseas are compliant with industry regulations. Bryan will act as Deputy General Manager while gradually taking over responsibilities over the next ten months, with Chris fully passing on the baton in March 2023. 
“Naturally, there is a nervous excitement with taking on such a big role, but I am con�dent that I can take the success I have had over the years and really build on what Chris has done with the organisation, developing on the 37 years of experience we have had, into the future,” said Bryan Ravenshear, Deputy General Manager.

IMechE Argyll Ruane is excited to move forward into this new era of growth and  development.
www.argyllruane.imeche.org
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Standard circulation issues
January, February, April, May, July, August, October and November

Size
depth × width 

(mm)

Rate per insertion (£): mono Rate per insertion (£): full colour

1 3 6 8 1 3 6 8

A4 254 × 180 760 740 690 635 1145 1115 1035 950

A5 (island) 180 × 130 635 600 530 500 950 905 795 750

½ A4 130 × 180 500 470 460 420 745 700 685 635

¼ A4 125 × 86 330 320 280 270 495 480 415 400

Business card 45 × 86 190 185 180 170 290 285 275 260

Single column 
centimetre (scc) 10 × 41 52 51 50 49 78 76 75 73

Quarterly extended circulation issues
March, June, September and December

Size
depth × width 

(mm)

Rate per insertion 
(£): mono

Rate per insertion 
(£): full colour

1 4 1 4

A4 254 × 180 1095 1050 1720 1555

A5 (island) 180 × 130 895 855 1385 1255

½ A4 130 × 180 710 690 1115 1015

¼ A4 125 × 86 475 460 720 665

Business card 45 × 86 260 250 415 355

Single column 
centimetre (scc) 10 × 41 75 73 115 102

NOTES /  
n	Rates are for contracts completed in 

a period not exceeding 12 calendar 
months

n	Advertisers with a current contract 
for advertising in Insight qualify for 
an additional 10% discount on their 
advertising in NDT News

n	VAT is applicable at the prevailing 
rate

n	Special positions: +10% for 
guaranteed position

n	Page 1 advertising availability on 
request

n	Trim size (full page): 420 mm (deep) 
× 297 mm (wide)

Discounts:  
Corporate members: –10% 
Advertising agency commission: –10%
Insight advertisers: –10%

Example
A ½ A4 mono advertisement (130 mm 
deep × 180 mm wide) for each issue 
over a twelve-month period for a BINDT 
Corporate Member with a current 
advertising contract in Insight:

 8 at £420 each =   £3360.00
+ 4 at £690 each =   £2760.00
 SUB-TOTAL   £6120.00     
 –10% Corporate Membership discount                

SUB-TOTAL   £5508.00
 –10% Insight advertising discount  
 TOTAL (excl VAT)   £4957.20         

Invoiced on publication.

LOOSE INSERTS / 
On application. 

COPY DATES /
All material – editorial and advertising 
15th of the month prior to publication date.
Advertising material should be supplied in  
compatible electronic format – refer to  
‘Procedure for submitting adverts’.
Extra charges will be applicable to all supplementary process work.

NDT News is published by the British Institute of Non-Destructive Testing, which is a Limited 
Company (Reg No 969051 England) and a Charity (Reg No 260666). Registered Office: 
Midsummer House, Riverside Way, Bedford Road, Northampton NN1 5NX, United Kingdom. 
Tel: +44 (0)1604 438300; Email: ndtnews@bindt.org

Note: The editorial staff reserve the right to edit, amend, reject or reschedule copy submitted 
without prior reference to the contributor.

The information contained in this brochure may be altered without prior written notice or approval.  
The Institute is continuously developing and evaluating new and existing publications and hence there may be additions or alterations to the scheduled programme.

Recruitment 
advertising: 

Rates include FREE 
website advertising 

Must be based on same ad;  
full details on request
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